Research Outputs for the Faculty of Arts and Law (FAL)

Refereed Journal Articles


**Non-Refereed Journal Articles**


**Books Authored**


**Books, Journals and Proceedings Edited**


**Chapters in Books**


Book Reviews


Conference Presentations - Oral


Robertson, R., 2006. Utilizing economic integration for reform: Opportunities and dangers. Plenary address to the Regional Conference on Institutions, Globalization and its Impacts on Labour Markets in Pacific Island Countries, Faculty of Business and Economics, the University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji, 17-19 October 2006.


Teaero, T., 2006. Rising to the challenges of the principalship and perfecting the image. Keynote address delivered during the *AGM of the Fiji Principals’ Association*, Ba, Fiji, 29 September 2006.


**Refereed Conference Papers**


University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji, 3-7 July 2006. Suva: Pacific Writing Forum, School of Language, Arts and Media, the University of the South Pacific, pp.


Non-Refereed Conference Papers


Workshop Presentations


**Seminars and Other Presentations**


Robertson, R., 2006. The political economy of growth. Paper presented to the AusAID Executive Seminar on Fiji Policy, Crawford School of Economics and Growth, Australian National University (ANU), Canberra, Australia, 2 August 2006; re-presented at the ANU-USP Fiji Update at the Holiday Inn, Suva, Fiji, 29 August 2006, and at the USP Labasa Campus, Fiji, 31 August 2006.


Tuinamuana, K., 2006. The University of the South Pacific: Serving 12 small island states, and Fiji at the University of the South Pacific: A case study of one nation state in the Pacific Islands. Background papers presented at the Research Centre for International and Comparative Studies, University of Bristol, United Kingdom, 9 May 2006.

Tuinamuana, K., 2006. The University of the South Pacific: Serving 12 small island states, and Fiji at the University of the South Pacific: A case study of one nation state in the Pacific Islands. Background papers presented at the Comparative Education Research Centre, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong Island, 29 May 2006.


Magazine Article


Newsletter Articles


URL: http://subs.nzherald.co.nz/feature/

Professional and Technical Reports


Translations


Scholarly Comments


Working Paper


Creative Works


Research Outputs for the Faculty of Business and Economics (FBE)

Refereed Journal Articles


Non-Refereed Journal Articles


Books Authored


Books, Journals and Proceedings Edited


Ullah, M.W. and Samasoni, A. (eds.), 2006. Proceedings of Regional Training Course on Scientific Writing for Agricultural Researchers in the South Pacific, the University of the South Pacific Alafua Campus, Apia, Samoa, 25 April to 1 May 2006. Apia: Institute for Research, Extension and Training in Agriculture (IRETA) and the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation (CTA), 60p.
**Chapters in Books**


**Conference Presentations - Oral**


Appana, S., 2006. HR dilemmas in civil service reforms in Fiji. *Regional Conference on Institutions, Globalisation and their Impacts on Labour Markets in Pacific Island Countries*, the University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji, 17-19 October 2006.


McMaster, J., 2006. Role of business incubators and relevance to Pacific Island economies. Regional Conference on Institutions, Globalisations and their Impacts on Labour Markets in Pacific Island Countries, the University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji, 18 October 2006.


**Nakagawa, H., 2006.** Social safety nets in the Pacific. Paper presented at the *Oceania Conference on International Studies*, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia, DATE


Prasad, R.S. and Pathak, R.D., 2006. Rural empowerment, Indian approach and experience to human and social development through e-governance. Lessons for Developing countries, Asian Development Bank (ADB) and Network of Asia-Pacific Schools and Institutes of Public Administration and Governance (NAPSI-PAG) Annual Conference, Sydney, Australia, 4-6 December 2006.


Shah, K., 2006. Fiji Law Society Conference, Shangri La Fijian Resort, Coral Coast, Fiji,


Singh, R., 2006. A survey of monetary policy in Fiji: Fiji Update. Australian National University, Canberra,

Singh, R., 2006. A survey of monetary policy in Fiji: Fiji Update. University of the South Pacific, Suva; Labasa,


Refereed Conference Papers


Non-Refereed Conference Papers


Workshop Presentations


Published Workshop Articles


**Seminars and Other Presentations**


**Gani, A., 2006. Fiji's good governance index. Paper presented at the Australian National University and the University of the South Pacific Fiji Update, Holiday Inn, Suva,**


Perera, D., 2006. Training on Tissue Culture and Crop Protection at School of Agriculture and Food Technology, the University of the South Pacific Alafua Campus, Apia, Samoa, 26-30 June 2006.


**Magazine Articles**


Newspaper Articles


Professional and Technical Reports


Working Papers


Prasad, B.C., 2006. Resolving the agricultural land lease problem in the Fiji Islands: Current discussions and the way forward. School of Economics, the University of the South Pacific, Suva. Working Paper 2006/06.


Research Outputs for the Faculty of Science, Technology and Environment (FSTE)

Refereed Journal Articles


Non-Refereed Journal Articles


Seeto, J., 2006. Wrong spelling of the scientific name of Purple Swamphen on two Fiji stamps. *Pacifica* (journal of the Pacific Islands Study Circle), **44**(177): 89.

**Short Communication**


**Chapters in Books**


Book Review


Conference Presentations - Oral


Deo, R.N. and Garimella, S., 2006. Elemental abundances in atmospheric aerosols from traffic areas in Suva, Fiji. 9th South Pacific Environmental Radioactivity Association Conference, Melbourne, Australia, 9-13 October 2006.


Prasad, S., 2006. A glimpse of kinetics in analytical chemistry. Presented at the *Analytical Chemistry Symposium*, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Texas Tech University, Texas, USA, 17 October 2006.

Prasad, S., 2006. The mercury (II) catalysed ligand exchange between hexacyanoferrate(II) and pyrazine in aqueous medium [IL-2]. Presented at 93\textsuperscript{rd} *Indian Science Congress*, Hyderabad, India, 3-7 January 2006.


**Refereed Conference Papers**


**Non-Refereed Conference Papers**


**Workshop Presentations**


**Magazine Articles**


**Professional and Technical Reports**

Haynes, A., 2006. Learning framework of the locally managed marine area (LMMA) network. Institute of Applied Sciences, the University of the South Pacific, Suva.


OTHERS – Research Outputs for the Library in Year 2006

Non Refereed Conference Paper


Seminar Presentation


NOTES:

The references in bold represent those research outputs for which further information is required for the reference details to be complete.

This list is based on the Faculty structure after the inter-faculty movement of staff that occurred around mid-2008.

Research outputs that have been co-authored by persons from different faculties and other departments working together have been placed under the faculty or department of the first author.